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name and asked him to bring them to him. He also recalled when he
met Syedna Qutbuddin soon after Syedna Burhanuddin’s wafaat. In
those difficult times, he asked Maulana how he was. Syedna simply
replied, “I am truthful, and so I am at peace.”
Another Mumin recalled his childhood experience with Syedna Qutbuddin, “I was around 7 or 8 years old and I was standing
in a long line for children right behind the bethak of Syedna Burhanuddin and Syedna Qutbuddin. This was the Eid ul Fitr majlis. Suddenly there was a huge rush and I got crushed beneath 3 or 4 other
children. Not knowing what to do and in extreme pain I shouted
“Moula, Moula!” and I reached out to Syedna Qutbuddin. Syedna
Qutbuddin immediately looked behind, and gave me his hand and
pulled me out. This action of his caught a lot of people’s attention
and then they also helped to pull me out. I was in complete tears.
Syedna Qutbuddin did not wait for anyone to help me and immediately extended his hand to me. When we say Haq na sahib aa duniya
si hamney chhuravsey, I experienced it.”
Another Mumina remembered Syedna Qutbuddin’s ziyarat in
Rozat Tahera, “It was after the iftetah of Anwar. Mumineen who had
travelled to Misr were invited to Mumbai for Burhanuddin Moula’s
RA bethak. At night they had gathered to do ziyarat at Raudat Tahera
with Qutbuddin Maula. I must have been a little over 8 years old. I
observed Maula do ziyarat, slowly, the way he always did. Then everyone stood up with Maula and with one voice recited Tasbih Karey
Chhe Mumineen. I was standing right across from Maula throughout the recitation of the marsiyah. The image of him standing there
under the lights, the heartrending and beautiful marsiyah he had
penned being recited, his sincere expressions of piety and devotion,
have stayed with me all these years. Over the years I have had the
opportunity to observe him do ziyarat many times, especially during Karbala-Najaf KUN safar, especially at Maulana Abbas Alamdar’s Zarih Mubarak, as though channeling the spirit and strength of
that Maula for the difficult days ahead and the sacrifices to come.”
Another Mumina recalled how she experienced the effect of
Syedna Qutbuddin’s doa, “My husband and I had difficulty having
children. The doctors had diagnosed me as infertile. My in-laws had
given up hope, my mom was saddened with the news. In 1997, I visited India and I had the faith that when I do araz to Maula Qutbuddin -if aap will smile I was going to have a child regardless of what
anyone believed. I was also crazy enough to demand from Maula
that if I have children my first had to be a boy. Aap gave my husband
and me 1 kg sugar each. Hubby ate it all but I ate only some of mine.
I had seen Maula in Feb and in March I went to my doctor with the

news of the pregnancy test in my hand. I was pregnant and had a
boy Khuzaima, name Maula gave. I continued with the 1 kg sugar
for the next 10 years. The barakat of that sugar was so great that I
have 4 beautiful children. After my last one 8 years ago I went back
to Maula and asked what to do with the left over sugar that I still
couldn’t finish. Maula had the biggest smile on his face, asked me to
bury it in my backyard. Just imagine the same happening with the
individual who went to Rasulallah and asked for children and Imam
Hussain kept giving him 7. My Maula is the Dai of imam Hussain.”

We remember Syedna Qutbuddin RA. We are confident that his
nazaraat flow from Jannat towards those who remember him.
We encourage mumineen to share their personal experiences
with Syedna Qutbuddin RA in his 50 years as Mazoon and his 2
years and three months as the Dai al-Mutlaq by emailing info@
fatemidawat.com. A selection of these messages will insha’allah be
published in future issues of Sijill.
Har ghari yaad karye che tamnay
Maula hargiz na bhuljo hamnay
Nathi sabra hamara aa gham nay
Bawasahib guzri gaya che
May Allah Ta’ala raise Syedna Qutbuddin in the highest echelons of Jannat. May we continue to remember him and garner his
nazaraat. May we sincerely follow and serve his successor Syedna
Taher Fakhruddin, the living remembrance of Syedna Qutbuddin.

Announcement

Mab’as Waaz & First Misaq
On Tuesday evening of Rajab 27 1437H/ May 3 2016, Syedna
Taher Fakhruddin TUS will preside over Mab’as day Majlis and will
deliver bayaan at 4:00PM in Darus Sakina, Thane. Syedna TUS will
also take the first Misaaq of Mumineen and Muminaat.
Each Haq-na-Dai takes Misaaq of Mumineen, when he
ascends the gaadi of Dawat. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA
has passed away to the Higher Abode. His successor, waaris,

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS, will take Misaaq of Mumineen on
the mubarak occasion of Mab’as Day, Tuesday, 27th Rajab. It is
waajib, on all Mumineen to give Misaaq to the Haq na Dai when
he takes his first Misaaq. If it is not possible for any at this time,
they should come and give Misaaq as soon as possible.
Amal details for Meraj night and Mab’as day will be published in Sijill 116 inshallah.
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Marsiya

In Remembrance of Syedna Qutbuddin RA
by Shehzadi Dr. Tahera baisaheba
Shehzadi Tahera Baisaheba composed a heartrending marsiyah in the remembrance of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA which
was recited in the Khatmul Quran Majlis on the eve of 11th Rajab.
These are a few verses from the marsiyah which captures the emotions of mumineen upon the wafaat of their Dai, their Maula and
their father:
Bawajisaheb guzri gaya che, tuti gaya dil hamara
dhundu yaha par dhundu waha par, bawa kaha gaya pyaara
Farzando royi pukari rhaya che, bawajisaheb aawo
berehm dunya ni taabish ma hamnay, muki ne maula na jaawo
ma’sum chhota bachchawo na, chehra pe haath phreraawo
Aqa husain ni aapna lab si, paachhi shahaadat sunaawo
Bawajisaheb guzri gaya che, tuti gaya dil hamara
dhundu yaha par dhundu waha par, bawa kaha gaya pyaara
Bawa shafiq na saya utha che, dhoop si kon bachawe
dukh ni kahani hamari suni ne, himmat kon barhawe
dunya ni gardish ma haath ne thaami, kon bhala ab sambhale
naaz kari ne beta kahi ne, kon bhala ab bulawe
Bawajisaheb guzri gaya che, tuti gaya dil hamara
dhundu yaha par dhundu waha par, bawa kaha gaya pyaara
Tepan ma Dai Qutbedeen maula, keedi deen ni himaayat
aalam ma tham sachchai na gara, baala kara haqq na raayat
hujjat wo shaan si qaa’im kidhi, shaamil thi rab ni inaayat
sikko Qutub no ta hashr baaqi, baaqi che nass ni aayat
Bawajisaheb guzri gaya che, tuti gaya dil hamara
dhundu yaha par dhundu waha par, bawa kaha gaya pyaara
Allah Ta’ala na banda haqiqi, din raat bandage karta
rabb na kalaam si pata tasalli, din raat Quran parhta
Khaliq ni dil ma raakhta taqwa, bija koi si na darta
ehle wala ne doa si nawaaze, lamba sajdaawo deta
Bawajisaheb guzri gaya che, tuti gaya dil hamara
dhundu yaha par dhundu waha par, bawa kaha gaya pyaara
Saiful huda na kanaf ma pohncha, bawa ye dil si lagaya
kitni khushi hasay saiful huda ne, maara Khuzaima aaya
Burhanedeen ye tarheeb kidhi, aankho ma ehne wasaaya
Tayyib Imam na saaya ma Aqa, a’la maqam ne paaya
Bawajisaheb guzri gaya che, tuti gaya dil hamara
dhundu yaha par dhundu waha par, bawa kaha gaya pyaara

Taqdees karjo Jannat ma sheh na, ruh ne rabbul anaam
karjo baland ne baala imami, haykal ma sheh no maqam
noor na aalam ma aapjo a’la, ghur fat daarus salaam
pohnchaawjo maula ne khudaya, ehle wala no salaam
Bawajisaheb guzri gaya che, tuti gaya dil hamara
dhundu yaha par dhundu waha par, bawa kaha gaya pyaara
Maulana Taher Fakhredeen Aqa, Qutbul huda na jaani
‘ilm o adab ma husn o khuluq ma, Qutbul huda na saani
Dai mutlaq mazhare Tayyib, urwat wusqa khudani
Qutbul huda na mansoos e haqq che, bawa ni zina nishani
Bawajisaheb guzri gaya che, tuti gaya dil hamara
dhundu yaha par dhundu waha par, bawa kaha gaya pyaara
Bawajisaheb ye aapi tasawwur, Dai dhani che tamaara
aap hawe si cho Aqa maula, aap cho bawa hamaara
aap no saayo Qutub no che saayo, aap hamara sahaara
Dawat e hadiyah na asmaa ma, chopanma aap sitaara
Bawajisaheb guzri gaya che, tuti gaya dil hamara
dhundu yaha par dhundu waha par, bawa kaha gaya pyaara
Maut toh haqq chhe Tahera Baz’at, hare ek dunya si jaase
raakh tasalli tu ek din pohonchse, bawajisaheb na paase
dunya ma dekhi khush thata maula, dekhi waha khush thaase
bawajisaheb no chehro rupaalo, Jannat ma paacho dekhaase
Bawajisaheb guzri gaya che, tuti gaya dil hamara
dhundu yaha par dhundu waha par, bawa kaha gaya pyaara
The marsiyah has been presented on FatemiDawat.com with a video
and audio of its recitation during Khatmul Quran majlis in Darus
Sakina.

Firdaws na paakeza kiyaara, Qutbul huda na roza
sabr ne himmat na uncha manaara, Qutbul huda na roza
bebas ne dukhyaara na sahaara, Qutbul huda na roza
ham gham ma dooba huwa na kanaara, Qutbul huda na roza
Bawajisaheb guzri gaya che, tuti gaya dil hamara
dhundu yaha par dhundu waha par, bawa kaha gaya pyaara
Har ek musibat ma har ek bala ma, baktar che naam e Khuzaima
hare k doa ni maqbuliyat par, mohr che naam e Khuzaima
sheh na wasila si har kaam thaai, zukhr che naam e Khuzaima
pyaas bujhawe khuldi banaawe, kawthar che naam e Khuzaima
Bawajisaheb guzri gaya che, tuti gaya dil hamara
dhundu yaha par dhundu waha par, bawa kaha gaya pyaara

The marsiyah presented last week was originally written by Shehzadi Tahera baisaheba following the wafaat of Syedna Mohammed
Burhanuddin RA. It was recited with Syedna Qutbuddin’s niyyat
and name in the Khatmul Quran Majlis (as we recite darbar-e-Hatim
with niyyat and name of Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA).
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News & Events

Ayyamul Barakatil Khuldiyya – Syedna TUS First Waaz Highlights & Selected
Video Clips
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin
TUS led Maghrib Isha namaaz and
presided over Khatmul Quran Majlis
at Darus Sakina, Thane, on the eve
of the 17th, 18th and 19th of Rajab
(22nd, 23rd and 24th April), Ayyamul
Barakatil Khuldiyyah, the auspicious days of the urus of the 51st
Dai al-Mutlaq Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA.
On the eve of the urus, 19mi
Raat (24th April-Sunday), Syedna
Fakhruddin delivered his first waaz
after becoming Dai al-Mutlaq.
The flow of Imamuz-zaman’s
SA ta’yeed was manifest in the
bayaan. The heritage of the ‘ilm of the 51st, 52nd and 53rd Dai
was apparent in every sentence. For mumineen the bayaan brought
solace that Syedna Qutbuddin lives in his successor. It brought
gratitude that they are blessed and comforted to have a guide such
as Maulana Taher. For the enemies of Dawat it was a hujjat that
they would do well to heed.
We are pleased to present 8 short clips from the waaz in
which Syedna TUS did bayaan about the following:
1. The first excerpt is from Maulana Taher’s bayaan in which he
explains the detrimental effect of leaving Haqq ni Dawat. He
specifically addresses the events that occurred after Syedna
Qutbuddin’s wafaat and how those who have left Haqq ni Dawat
have also left basic human values. Syedna Fakhruddin strongly
posits that “silence is consent” and asks that if someone were to
behave in this way after someone in our families passed away,
would we simply stand by and watch? Maulana Taher states that
the sahib who has left us was our Maula, who was also Syedna
Burhanuddin’s Mazoon for 50 years, and whose prayers we benefited from night and day.
2. In the second excerpt, Maulana Taher recounts Mansoor Imam’s
letter in which he describes to Moiz Imam the tribulations he
faced during the ten years of battle with Dajjal, as “very small,
in God’s path” (khuda ni raah ma aa to ghanu thoru chhe.)
Syedna Fakhruddin then recounts Syedna Qutbuddin’s efforts
in the Bombay High Court, in which, with Imamuz Zamaan’s
tay’eed, he personally fought the legal battle and gave testimony in court. Maulana Fakhruddin reminds us that after Syedna
Burhanuddin’s wafaat, when Syedna Qutbuddin offered a public
munazarat, debate, and mubahalat, the other side did not engage.
Syedna Fakhruddin himself now offers a public munazarat. He
states that he will continue Syedna Qutbuddin’s efforts in the
court case, and as his predecessors stated the truth, so will he.
He prays to Allah ta’ala for nasre-aziz and fathe-mubeen.
3. In the third excerpt, Maulana Taher recounts the shaan of Syedna
Qutbuddin’s waaz mubarak. He also narrates Syedna Burhanuddin’s nass and appointment of Syedna Qutbuddin as his successor. And just as Syedna Burhanuddin prepared Syedna Qutbuddin, Syedna Qutbuddin prepared Syedna Fakhruddin. Maulana
Taher remembers the time when he was 20 years old, and Syedna

Burhanuddin asked Syedna Qutbuddin if Maulana Taher would
go for Ashara Mubaraka waaz. There were only three days left
before the date of the first waaz, and Maulana Taher had not
done waaz before. Maulana Taher, despite the daunting nature of
the task, arazed that he was ready to do as Syedna Burhanuddin
stated. Syedna Burhanuddin said with hikmat and lutf, “If Bhai
(Syedna Qutbuddin) prepares him (Maulana Taher) he will be
ready [to perform waaz in three days].
4. In the fourth excerpt, Maulana Taher narrates Syedna Taher
Saifuddin’s jalaal in the face of dushmano’s threats, where he
said to them, do not think you will frighten me with your threats
of bloodshed. My forefathers have given their lives for Dawat,
and I am also fida on my Maula Imamuz zamaan. Similarly,
Syedna Burhanuddin was an exemplar of high courage. And similarly, Syedna Qutbuddin, Husain’s Dai, spoke to you in this very
place with the Quran in his hand, saying I swear an oath by this
Quran that Burhanuddin Aqa has performed Nass on me; just as
Imam Husain swore an oath on the Quran (in his last khutba on
Aashura). Maulana Burhanuddin told Maulana Qutbuddin about
the Nass directly, not through a second or third person. Maulana
Taher says that he said to someone, at the very least see and
listen to Maulana Qutbuddin’s bayaan on the (Fatemi Dawat)
website; the person replied, being taken in by the dushmano’s
dekhaawa, why should I listen to anything else; Maulana Taher
sent a message to him that this is not ‘beeji kai waat,’ this is
Burhanuddin Mola’s waat, Burhanuddin Mola’s farmaan, that
Syedna Qutbuddin is telling you. And who is Syedna Qutbuddin?
Burhanuddin Mola’s Mazoon for 50 years, whom he trusted.
Syedna Ali bin Mohammed in the lofty kitaab of Taj ul Aqa’id
says of the exalted rutba of Mazoon, that “The Mazoon always
speaks the truth, whether it goes in his favor or against him.”
Whenever a schism happened in the 900 years of Dawat us satar
history, those mumineen who stayed with the Mazoon remained
on haqq. We are the Dawoodi Bohra qawm, we are on haqq, we
are the people of Jannat. Maulana Taher told this person that
the Quran says “Whosoever is blind in this world, will be blind
in the hereafter;” if you will blind yourself to the truth now, be
prepared for its outcome in the next life. At the end of the clip,
Maulana Taher gives thanks to Allah that we are with the sahib
who speaks truth, and we speak truth.

5. In the fifth excerpt Syedna Fakhruddin narrates the events after
Syedna Qutbuddin’s wafaat. In the face of numerous difficulties
of bringing the janaza mubaraka to Mumbai, Syedna Fakhruddin
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said to bhaisahebs they should do tasbeeh of Syedna Qutbuddin’s name in the face of every challenge, and the obstacle would
be overcome. Maulana Taher also states that Syedna Qutbuddin’s
wish for ziyarat of Syedna Taher Saifuddin and Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin in Rauzat Tahera was also fulfilled, alhamdulillah, helicopter maa tawaaf didho. Syedna Fakhruddin then
narrates how the night before dafan, divine providence (inayat
ilahiyah) provided from Syedna Qutbuddin’s khazanah the most
appropriate cloth to drape over the kafan – the very same piece
of cloth formerly draped over the Ka’batullah which was used to
drape the janaza mubaraka of Syedna Taher Saifuddin.
6. In the sixth excerpt from maw’ezat bayaan, Syedna Fakhruddin
discusses the philosophy of shukr. He narrates excerpts from
Imam Zainul Abideen’s doa in which he expresses gratitude
to God for showing him how to express gratitude. Maulana
Fakhruddin recollects that Syedna Qutbuddin always would say,
live your life in a constant state of gratitude. Maulana Ali said,
“Contentment is the greatest wealth” (al-Qanaa’ato kanzun la
yanfad). Syedna Fakhruddin then narrates the araz of a Mumin
bhai who asked how to reconcile the concepts of wanting
growth in business and contentment, whom he answered by
saying the reconciliation is in the philosophy of giving shukr—it
imparts contentment by making one aware of one’s countless
blessings, and also prompts the increase of those blessings, for
Allah ta’ala says, “If you give thanks [for My blessings], I shall
give you more,” (la’in shakartum la’azeedannakum). Syedna
Fakhruddin also narrates the importance of this philosophy of
shukr in keeping faith and courage in the face of the ups and
downs in business.
7. In the seventh excerpt, Syedna Fakhruddin narrates the fourth
meaning of hamd and states that Amiral Mumineen Maulana Ali
carries the banner of hamd. Maulana Fakhruddin narrates the
time when Rasullullah sent Usama to call upon Amiral Mumi-

Ayyamul Beez
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS observed rozas on the 13th, 14th
and 15th of Rajab as per the Irshaad of Imam Ja’farus-SadiqSA.
On the 15th of Rajab after Salatuz-zawaal Das-Surat, Syedna
Fakhruddin beseeched doa mubarak with the waseela of Panjetan, Aimmat and their Du’aat, especially the 51st, 52nd and the
53rd Dai al-Mutlaq.
Syedna narrated how Imam Ja’farus-Sadiq enquired about
Dawood when his mother came to the Imam’s hazrat. Dawood’s
mother informed the Imam SA that her son was imprisoned by
the Abbasid caliph. Imam SA advised her to do the roza of the
13th, 14th and 15th of Rajab, pray Salatuz zawaal, istiftah, Das
Surat and the Sadaqallah Doa. Soon after Dawood was released
and returned to Madina.
Syedna also narrated how in the Imam’s seclusion, Maulatuna
Hurratul Malika is in the shaan of Umm Dawood, and how each
Dai beginning with Syedna Zoeb RA beseech doa, pray istiftah
and establish Dawat in the darkness and difficulty of the night
of seclusion. All Dais since Syedna Zoeb till Syedna Khuzaima
Qutbuddin have beseeched doa for mumineen. Syedna especially
remembered the waseelas and doas of the 51st and 52nd Dai’s,
and the 53rd Dai for whom Syedna Taher Saifuddin said “Khuzaima ni doa mustajaab che.”
Syedna also explained the significance of the 8 rak’ats of
Salatuz zawaal.
We mumineen are fortunate to be included in Syedna
Fakhruddin’s doa-e-mustajaab. May Allah Ta’ala fulfill Mumineen’s wishes by the hurmat of Syedna’s doa.

neen. When Usama arrived to Maulana Ali’s house he saw that
he was in a long sajda, in doa. Syedna Fakhruddin remembered
Syedna Qutbuddin’s sajda and doa, and how for hours he would
pray for Mumineen all his life. In the past six months especially,
when he was ill, he would spend all his time in prayer, in long
sajdas to Allah ta’ala, he would do doa for two hours after fajr
namaaz every day.
8. In this excerpt Maulana Fakhruddin narrates the shaanaat of
Syedna Taher Saifuddin and recites verses from his autobiographical qasida which started with hamd. Maulana Fakhruddin
remembers Syedna Qutbuddin’s numerous ihsanaat on Mumineen and tells Mumineen to always continue to remember and
recount Syedna Qutbuddin’s blessings, because that is showing
gratitude for his blessings - and if we do so, Syedna Qutbuddin
will continue to shower us with his blessings from Jannat.
The full waaz was broadcast live and is available for replay using
this link.

Photos of waaz are also published on FatemiDawat.com.

Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s RA
Janaza Namaaz and Dafan
The 23rd
day of Jumadil
Ukhra, 1437H will
forever be etched
in the hearts of
Mumineen as the
day our beloved
Syedna Khuzaima
Qutbuddin RA
joined Syedna
Taher Saifuddin
RA and Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA in the hazrat of
Imamuz Zamaan AS. While Mumineen mourned the wafaat
of Syedna Qutbuddin, surely Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA and
Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin must be rejoicing that their
most beloved son (al-walad-ul-ahabb) has joined them in the
highest ranks of Jannat.
In keeping with Syedna Qutbuddin’s wishes, after the suyum
majlis it was announced that Syedna Qutbuddin’s janasheen
and successor, Syedna abu Khuzaima Taher Fakhruddin TUS
had resolved to bring Syedna Qutbuddin’s janaza mubaraka to
Mumbai.
Click here to read the full article about the events of this
day and to view photographs.
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Sadaqallah Video

Syedna Fakhruddin’s TUS Sadaqallah Video with English translation
This video is of the first sadaqallah majlis
presided over by Syedna Fakhruddin TUS.
While reciting the sadaqallah doa, Syedna
Fakhruddin recalled the multiple and manifest
virtues of Syedna Qutbuddin, including his
compassion and shafaqat on Mumineen, his
dedication to the service of Imamuz-zaman,
his establishment of a clear argument and
hujjat, and Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s statement
“Khuzaima is mustajaabud-doa”. Mumineen
were moved to hear Syedna Fakhruddin

eulogising his predecessor and father – especially because the virtues extolled rang true in
their hearts.
The video is presented with English
translation on FatemiDawat.com. Mumineen
should listen to this video each day after khatmul Quran.
The video has also been uploaded to
Vimeo click here to view.

Address to Mumineen in Yemen

Video of Syedna Fakhruddin TUS Address in Arabic to
Mumineen in Yemen
Last week we present this video of Syedna Fakhruddin’s TUS
bayaan mubarak in which he has addressed Mumineen in Yemen in
Arabic regarding the wafaat of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA.
Syedna Fakhruddin recalls the shanaat of the 53rd dai, his himmat, his sabr, his shafaqat on Mumineen, and his doa-e-mustajab.
He also narrated the manner in which his father Syedna Qutbuddin
performed Nass on him on 27th Muharram, 1437H, on the Urus

mubarak of Syedi Fakhruddin Shaheed. Click here to
view the video on FatemiDawat.com
The video has also
been uploaded to Vimeo
click here to view.

Article’s from Previous Newsletters

Biography and Photo Gallery
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA
Click here to read more

Biography and Photo Gallery
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS
Click here to read more

Most Beloved Son
This website is about the personal
experiences and interaction of mumineen with Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA during the time when he was
Mazoon-e-Dawat.
Click here to read more

This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-zaban
and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com
Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.
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